Introduction and Summary
The In this paper we present the computations for such a system which would consist of n conductors along the pole contour, supplied from n + 1 separate power supplies.
By varying the currents in the n conductors and the return current balance, a very convenient practical layout can be obtained.
We have succeeded in approximating the required theoretical line current distribution along the pole by only 4 or 5 discrete conductors carrying optimized cur-^~ ,^ rents and yielding the required multipoles: a dB/dp = Fig. 1 
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The expressions for I yielding a sextupole, octupole, and decapole field P a e:
For an octupole and decapole field one has
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and 
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Straight-line profile part
The corresponding expressions for Ih are given below: 
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The PFW system should also be capable of:
ii) providing a 3B/3p = C.38 * 0.02 Tm-' quadrupole for iQ shift;
iii) providing an additional S2B/3z2 = +4 Tm-' sextupole for chronaticity regulation, and iv) an additional octupole 3'S/3p3 = 45 Tnw3 for instability damping.
If possible, higher-order multipoles should also be produced.
It is clear
that PFW configurations such as the one shown in Fig. 2 
